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1. Introduction and summary 
Coupling methods have been used to obtain simple probabilistic proofs of the 
renewal theorem (see Lindval[6] and Athreya, McDonald, Ney [l]). The idea is to 
bound the difference between the renewal function and its limit by the tail of a 
suitable coupling time distribution. The coupling time is a point at which two random 
walks with different initial distributions coincide or have the salme distribution. To 
prove the renewal theorem it is sufficient to show that this is a proper random 
variable. In the present paper the coupling is refined in such a way as to also yield a 
sharp remainder estimate. 
Let {X$0; i=O, 1,2,. . .} be independent non-negative r.v.‘s with the same 
distribution F for i 2 1, The initial point X0 may have a different distribution. In the 
coupling argument we will want to take this to be the stationary distribution for the 
renewal process. 
Let f&(A) =~~zo xA(SJ = the nutiber of visits to the set A by S,, = 
x0+* l l +Xn, (xA is the indicator function of A.) Let Vx&A) = E1&,(A). When the 
context is clear, we may drop the subscript X0 from 1M and V. Let U(t) = 
C~=,-,F*‘(f). If the Xi’s are concentrated on a lattice (which we take to be the 
integers) write M([o, n + 1)) = m,, Em, = v,, and u,, = ~~zO p:‘, where p,# = 
P{X1 = n}. (Thus U(t) and u,, are the standard renewal functions, while V(* ) and 
{v,,} are delayed (by X0) renewal measures.) Whenever we talk about the lattice case 
we assume aperiodicity, i.e., q,c.d. {n 2 1, pil > 0) = d = 1. (The modifications 
required when d > 1 pose no difficulties.) Let p = jx dF(x). 
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Tfrae renewal th~~<>rem states that v,, + (I/p) in the lattice case, while V(t, t + 3 j + 
A/g in %ke non-$;vir:alPzlr case. Estimates of the rate of convergence in terms of the 
moments of {Xi) !-+avt: been given by Stone and Wajnger [S], and in th*? iattice case by 
Lindvalll [7]. 
The main result of thic , I~xper gives rate estimates directly in terms of ihe tails of tBke 
distribution F( g), which ~rr;nprove the above results under some conditions. The 
method of proof is based on 3 sEk&rp estimate of the coupling time distribution, *and is 
quite elementary (i.e. does not use Fourier anaiysis, Tauberian theorems, or even the 
recurrencr: of symmetric randnm walk. - which was used in previous coupling 
arguments). My interest is as mucir in the simpVcity of the technique, as in the specific 
improvements in remainder estine;.\tes which ale achieved. Lindvall[7] aiso tiszd a 
coupling :.nztk>d in a somewhat Merent manner to get moment estimates In the 
lattice case, Hn the non-lattice case a further smoothing constructisn similar to that in 
[2] is needed, and the method for this case is nc.w %aerz. 
If X and Y are r.v.‘s, we use the notarion 
Xg YtomeanthatP{X~t}=~P{Y<t},t&, 
X2 Y tomeanthat P{X>t}sP{Y>t}, ta0; 
X f O(Y) to mean that P{X > t} g cP{ Y > t} for some c C 00 and all t 3 0. 
We also say that a r.v. N is of geometric order if P{N > k} s CC? for some cy < 1. 
(Small or capital e’s will always denote constants, not necessarily the same ones each 
time they appear.) Finally, if X is any r.v. with finite mean G, let X denote the r.v. 
with distribution 
P{Xsx}=p-‘I’P(X>t}dt. 
0 
We will prove the following 
Theorem. If p C 00, then there exist r.v.‘s Zi == O($‘), i s 1, and a r. v. Nof geometric 
order, which are independent of each other and of X0, and are such that 
(i) if F is lattice, then 
~v&+PIXO+~Zi>n], nal; 
(ii) if F is a non-singular distribution, then 
(1.1) 
I A V(t, t +A)-- tao. P (1.2) 
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Rcmmsk. Xt is not d&icul% to prove sirnil&:, results for the Ywi> -si.l:d’ case when the 
Xi’s are not necessarily 2 0. This extensiort is discussed briefly in Section 3; together 
with some other ohlsetrvatians on covyling of randiom wal’cz. 
Under further hypotheses on F, tha i?l’+i y *..< 1 ,ardates in the ?)de<* v an may take a simpler 
form. Consider, fsr example the ‘ge:lo-~~:;ponen~ial’ &x- ,Jf of r.v.‘s X satisfying 
P{Xl -+X2 > t) -- a&== > !) as t =+ a, ‘J ?efe XPI :, .X2 31-e I,:.& arId g X, This class 
contains distributions whose tails decLy at ;rl s&ver* thaz, exponential rate, and 
includes distributions with regularly varying tails . !t arises irn many Npplications, and 
has been extensively studied. (See e.g. Embrechts et al. [3], Teugels 191, Veraverbeke 
[ll], Athreya, Ney [2].) 
Gwall~~y 1. If X0 % O(R,) and 21 E 9, then (e.g. in the non-singular case) 
I A ,V(t, t+A)-- 
P 
1 =:O([=)[l-F(s)]ds), t+a. 
I 
(l.3) 
Proof. The distribution of Z in (1.1) or (1.2) can be taken of the form (2.21) (see the 
proof below) and hence X1 E 9 implies Z1 E 9. Referring to Section IV.4 of [2] 
particularly Lemma 7, standard manipulation of the properties of the class 9 show 
that the tail of the distribution of Xo+C Zi is of the order of P{& > t). I omit the 
details. 
Let us also observe that the moment results of [7] and of [8, Theorem l] can be 
recovered from the above theorem; and give an example where the latter does a little 
better. 
Corollary 2 (Stone, Wainger). Suppose that {q(t), t 2 0) is non-decreasing, and that 
t-’ log q(t) is non-increasing and +O as t + ~3. If F is non-singular, EQ(X~) < 00, 
and EQ(.&)<~ then 
I A Q(t) V(t,t+A)-- +d, t+oo. I (1.4) 
Proof. Since Z1 s 0(X,) and Q is non-decreasing, EQ(%J < 00 implies Eq(&) < 00. 
The fact that Q(X +y)c Q(X)Q(Y) ((2.2) of [8]) and Lemma 2.2 of [&] then imply 
EQ(X~+C~ZJ C 80. With (l.l), this proves the corollary. 
As an example where our result gives a better estimate, consider the lattice case, 
with P{K, = k}= c(k log k)-*. Then by (1.3) lu,, -p-*1 = O(l/log n). IO draw this 
conclusi$n from [7] or [8] one would need the stronger hypothesis EXI log X1 < 00; 
otherwisfi one can conclude only u,, + p-l without a rate estimate. 
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2. Coupling of random walks and proof of the theorem 
The idea of the proof is to run two independent versions of the renewal sequence 
until a random time at which they have the same distribution. This time is called the 
coupling time, and its distribution is used to obtain the remainder estimate in the 
theorem. The alternating ‘overjumps’ of the two sequences are used in the con- 
struction. 
In the following discussion, in addition to the sequence of r.v.‘s {Xi}, we will refer 
to other-sequences such as {Xi ; i 2 0) and {XT ; i 2 0). For each of these we use the 
analogous notation {SL}, {SE}, M’(A), M*(A), V’(A), V*(A), etc. for the relevant 
associated renewal theoretic quantities. Also let N(t) = max(n : S,, s t} and similarly 
for N’ and N*, and let 9t be the u-field generated by {X,(, Xk ; n =G N(t), n’ s N’(t)}. 
Lemma 1, Given an arbitrary lattice or non-singular distribution F( 9 ) on [0, a), and 
independent ‘initial’ r.v.3 X0, XA,’ there exist sequences of r.v.-‘s (Xi)?, (Xi )F all ., 
with distribution F, such that {Xi),“, (Xi )r are all independent; -and stopping times 
(L, L’) for ((Sk I, WL D2 such that SL and SLl are identically distributed. Furthermore 
T = SL v Sk, is a stopping time for (9J and 
P(T>t}GCP 
( 
X,+X; +iZi>t 9 
1 I 
(2.1) 
where N, X0, X& and Z,, n 3 1 are independent, (Z,,)? are i.i.d. with Z,, 0(X,,), and 
N is of geometric order. 
Before turning to the proof of this lemma, let us see how it leads to the theorem. To 
this end we define a coupled process {Xx},” as follows: 
X,” =X, ifn<L, 
Xt+, = Xii+, for k 2 1. 
(2.2) 
Observe that {Xz : n a 0) f {X,, ; n 2 0). Then 
v,,(t+A)-- V&(t+A)= V&(t+A)- V&,(t+A) 
=E{@&(t+A)-M;Y;(t+A)); to} 
+E{(M$Jt+A)-M&(t+A)); ta7) 
= I + II (say). 
’ In the lattice case X0 and XI)are also assumed lattice valued. 
: I.e. the evenf (L 2 n, L’a n’) is determined by (S1,. . . , S,, S;, . . . , SL,), where S, =I: Xi, SLl = 
x; x:. 
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To estimate I note that if A c (0, a), then 
{M(t+A)IS&}z 1+ U(a), (2.4) 
and similarly for M’ and M*. Since (t s 7) E 3$ it follows from (2.4) that E{IM*(t + 
A) - M’(t + A) - M’(t + A)IISt} is bounded, and III = O(P(7 > t}). 
To estimate II, note that 
E{M&(t+A); tzv}=E{&(t+A); tar} 
=E&Jt+A)+O(P{7>t)), 
where &k(A) is the number of visits to A by (3; = 2 +Cy=, Xi,p+j ; j 2 l}, Z being 
independent of {Xir+j ; j 2 l}. Similarly 
E{M&(t+A); t~~~=Efi$;,(t+A)+O(P{w}). 
But SL. %.p, and hence EI&_ (t +A) = E@_,(t +A). Thus 1111 = O(P{o t)). 
Thus we have 
Lemma 2. If A is a bounded set and r is as in Lemma 1, then 
IV(t+A)- V’(t+AjlscP(Tx). 
(In the lattice case we write 
I Cl -v+cP{7>n}.) 
-To conclude the theorem, we use a standard trick (see e.g. [l] or [6]) to take as the 
d.f. of X; 
I 
t 
P{XI, s t) = g-l El -F(s)] ds in the non-singular case, 
0 
pwb =n}=&-‘[l-F(n)] in the lattice case. 
Then V’ is the stationary renewal measure, namely V’( t, t + A)) = A/p (v: = 1 /p) for 
all t > 0 (n > 0). Combining this fact with Lemmas 1 and 2 implies the theorem. 
We thus have left only the 
Proof of Lemma 1. 
(i) The lattice case. Before proceeding further, let us note that it is no loss of 
generality to take p. =O.ForifpO>O,replace{p~;k~O}by{~~=p~(l-po);kH). 
Then G,, ?he number of visits to n by the associated sequence {Xi}, is related to m, as 
follows: 6, = 0 or 1, while mn = & if 6, = 1, = 0 if G?, = 0, where {&) are i.i.d. with 
Pi& = k) = (1 -Po)p:-*, k 2 1. Thus the distribution of m,, is easily recovered from 
that of G,, and in particular vn = &J( 1 - po). 
Let {Xi}, {Xi } be i.i.d., with common aperiodic pf. {Xi=k)=pk for ial. If 
X0 = x, let N( j, x) = max{k: Sk s i), and set r( j, x) = SN: j,.xJ+l -j = the ‘overjump’ of 
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j by a renewal sequence started at x. Write r( j, 0) = r(j). Similar quantities are 
defined for {Xi}. 
We now define the sequence of ‘overjump’ r.v.‘s {r, ; n 3 0). Suppose for definite- 
ness that X0 c XL. Take & = XL -X0. 
(i) Let rI = the overjump of X& by the renewal sequence {Xi; i 2 1) initiated at 
X0, as defined above; and define the first overjump index nl by Sn, = XA +&. 
(ii) Let I+2 = the overjump of SnI by the sequence {Xi ; i 2 1) initiated at XL, and 
define n; by S& =?+,,+I’*. 
(iii) Let fs = the overjump of Sl; by {Xi; I >nl} initiated at Snl, and define 02 by 
S n2=S& +&. Cont inue in this manner, alternating between the {Xn} and {Xi} 
sequences. (See Fig. 1). 
Dotted curve = { XL,) sequence 
Solid curve = { Xn) sequence 
Fig. 1. Lattice case with p1 > 0. 
A slightly more general ‘delayed overjump sequence’ is defined similarly, but with 
one modification. Namely, for a fixed ko, rr = the ovarjump of Sk, by {Xi; i 2 1) 
initiated at X0, and Snr = S&, +rr; r2 = the overjump of Snr+ko by {Xi ; i > ko} 
initiated at Sz,, ni is defined by Sk; =Sn,+ko + r2; I’3 = the overjump of Sk;+ko by 
{Xi; i > n I+ ko}, initiated at SnI+ko, etc. (See Fig. 2.) 
r3= ? 
xO x’O 
N 
7 = 1st coincidence 
T = coupling time 
Fig. 2. General lattice case. 
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The important aspect of this sequence is the fact that {r-, ; n 2 0) is a Markov chain 
with 
ro=~xo-%I, r,,, %v-k+ WA (2.5.) 
where r(j) was defined as the overjump of j by a sequence started at 0, { W,, ; n a 0) 
are i.i.d. (and independent of &, . . , , rn), with d.f. F*ko, and ko is to be specified. (* 
denotes convolution.) The transition function of {m} is 
Pti, j) = P{C+l = jlrn = i}= P{*r(i+ W,)= j}. 
Let fii = P(r(i) = j). Then fii =pi+i +cL-’ fi-+pn and hence 
P(N) = j) = ii1 U,Pi+i_a. 
a!=0 
(2.6) 
Let 7 = min{n: r, = 0) be the first time the overjump is zero, and let the correspond- 
ing points in the {S,} and {SL} sequences be denoted by SL and Stf respectively. Let 
T = St = Sit. Note that 
T9(xo~~b)+ ? (rn+ w,-d. 
n= 1
The r.v.‘s (7, L, L’) are as called for in Lemma 1. 
(2.7) 
Remark. In general 7 2 7” = the first time {S,} and {Sxf} coincide. In the special case 
when pl > 0 we can take k. = 0, W, = 0, and then 7 = ?. (See Figs. 1 and 2).) 
We must still estimate {m} and 7. To this end we note that un s 1 (since po = 0), and 
hence by (2.6) that 
p{r(b)ak}s f $ pi for all b Xl. 
j=k i=j+l 
To dominate {r,,} we let {Zi; i 2 0) be i.i.d. r.v.‘s with pf. 
P{Zi=k}z 
1-c f i pi fork=kl, 
j=kl+l i=j+l 
0 forkckl, 
(2-W 
(2.9) 
where cr > 1 and kl is such that 0 -C c xLk,+l cEi+, pi < 1. Such a kl will always exist 
if P(X1 > ki > 0 for all k. (If alternatively P(Xl s C) = 1 for some C < 00, then r,, s C 
for all n, and the theorem is trivial with Zi = C.) Now clearly 
(2.10) 
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and hence by (2.8) 
P(~(~)~u}~P(Z,~~} forallb>O. 
Hence also 
To bound ‘pl we observe first that for all K 
3 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
where 
o(K) = min(P{r,+z = Olm+~ = y}: y SK). 
But 
PKI+2 = Olrn+, = y} = P{I+(y + W,) = o}, (2.14) 
and, due to the aperiodicity of {pk}, u,, = Cr=, pEk > 0 for n sufficiently large, say 
n >no. Hence by (2.6) 
P(r(j) = 0) 2 ( min Ui)( jf" pi) > 0 
nosiej i=O 
for j > some j. . Since W, > k. (since p. = 0), we can guarantee that (2.13) is positive 
by taking k. 2 jo, With this choice, p(K) > 0 for all K. Substituting (2.12) in (2.13) we 
conclude that 
‘P{cl+2 = OIr,)Lp(K)P{Z1~K}~S>O 
fair K sufficiently large, i.e. 
P2(i, 0) 3 S ‘I 0 for all i, 
andl 
where 
PIy =k)=S(l-S)k-‘, kz=l. 
Combining (2.7), (2.12) and (2.15) yields 
~~(xo”x;))+ F1(Z,+ wn-‘), 
n= 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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where X0, X& (Zn, Wn, n 3 l), v are all independent r.v.‘s. Finally (2.10) and (2.16) 
imply 
for suitable (fixed) 2. This in turn implies the lattice version of Lemma 1 for a suitable 
geometrically dominated N. 
(ii) The non-singular case. When F is non-singular then there exists an integer no 
such that F*“O has an absolutely continuous component. This in turn implies that 
F*2no has an absolutely continuous component, whose density function, say f2no(~), 
satisfies 
f2no(~) 2 S for Ix -x01 s 2e (2.17) 
forsome E, 00, O<xO<*. 
We will first carry out the proof under the stronger hypothesis that F itself has a 
density component f satisfying 
f(x)28 for Ix-x&28; (2.18) 
and will then indicate how the argument can be extended to the general non-singular 
case. 
We introduce the sequence {XL} as before, but now {&} and {Skt} may never 
coincide and the proof is therefore more complicated. We again use an ‘overjump’ 
MC. as in the discrete case. 
First let r(t) = SQ(~)+~ - t = the ‘overjump’ of t by a renewal sequence started at 0. 
Recall (see e.g. [S]) that 
c X P{r(x)Edy}=F(x+dy)+ F(x + dy - t) U(dt); (2.19) 
then define {r,} to be a M.C. with transition function 
P(x, dy) = P{r(x + W) E dy}, (2.20) 
where W has d.f. F*ko and k. is to be chosen. Let q = min{n 2 1: r,, G E}. Let 
@k(y) = zfz. (rj + Wj) + rk = ‘the epoch of the kth overjump’, by a chain initiated 
with & = y. Here WI, W2, . . . are i.i.d. r.v.‘s with d.f. F*ko {and are alternately drawn 
from the {Xn) and {Xhn} sequences). Thus 8,(y) = 8(y) is the first epoch (point on the 
line) at which an overjump of size G E occurs. (See Fig. 3). Finally let 21, 22, . . . be 
i.i.d. r.v.‘s with d.f. 
P{& s 2) = 
0 for 2 < 20, 
l-C0 
I 
m[l-F(s)]ds fortazo, 
t 
(2.21) 
where co > p -’ v 1 is a fixed constant o be chosen, and zo > 1 and is large enough SO 
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that co i,“,_, [1 -F(s)] ds c 1. Note that with this definition 
XI&I~O(XI) and X&+1. (2.22) 
We will need an estimate of the tail of 8(y). 
Lemma 3. There exists a random variable M of geometric order such that 
p{e(~)~t}dP{zI+~a +&at) foraliya0. (2.23) 
Let Ml, A&, . . . be i.i.d., distributed as M, and Nk = Ml +. l l +A&. The above is 
used to prove 
Lemma ~4. There exist strictly increasing sequences of integer r.v.‘s (& ; k 3 I), 
(L;; k s 1) such that 
(2.24) 
where Zl!, 22, . . . are i.i.d. as in (2.21). 
We defer the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 to the end, and first show how they are used 
to complete the proof of Lemma 1. 
To do this we need one more construction. We adjoin to each r.v. Xi and Xi a r.v. 
Ai and A :, respectively, and define the joint distributions of {(Xn, A,,), (X:,e, A kn); 
n 2 0, n’ 2 0). First the A’s are chosen to be an independent sequence of Bernoulli 
variables, with 
where E and S are the same quantities as in (2.18). Then (X,,, X:,1) are chosen 
independently of the A’s (with their previously assigned margingls) unless n = Lk + 1, 
n’ = L; + 1. In the latter case we take 
wL.,+ 1 s x, XL;+1 sx'lALk =A;;, = 1, SLk =s& =s’)= 
s f&t,) (x, x’) E H(x)H(x’ + s - s’), if s 3 s’, 
H(x + s’ - s)H(x’), if s s s’, 
where H(m) is the uniform d.f. on (x0* E); and we define 
H$ (x, x’) = P{XLn+* s x, X;L+ 1 s x' / (ALk = 0) 
di.; = O), S& = s, s;_;, = s’} 
bv the equation 
F(x)F(x’) = (ES)‘*H~!;~ (x, x’) + [l - (&)*]H$ (x, x’). 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
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The above construction is possible due to (2.18), and the fact that 1~ - ~‘1 s e (Lemma 
4). Its essential property is that conditioned At, = AL; = 1, the r.v.‘s St*+1 and $_;+I 
are identically (uniformly) distributed. 
We now consider the sequence {(St,, At*), (S& AL;), k 2 1) and let K = 
min{k : A ik = A Lk = 1). Then P{K = k)= [I -(E~)*]~-‘(E@*, k 3 1; and the r.v.‘s 
S LK+lv S&l are identically distributed. We take L = LK + 1 and L’ = Lx+ i in 
Lemma 1, and thus to complete the proof of that lemma, need only show that 
r = SLK+I v Sik+l satisfies (2.1). But by (2.24) 
(2.27) 
It is easy to see that NK is itself of geometric order and hence by (2.22) there exists a 
further geometric T.v., which we call N, for which (2.11) holds. 
It remains only to prove Lemmas 3 and 4 which are very similar to the lattice case. 
Proof of Lemma 3. To estimate {m} we use only the fact that U(t +A) - U(b) 6 c < 
00 (which follows from (2.4)) and (2.19) to observe that for CO sufficiently large 
P{f (x) > y} s co J O” [1 -F(s)] ds. Y-1 
Hence 
(2.28) 
P{r’, aa Ire,. .e,ra-l}sP{Zn+laa}, (2.29) 
where the d.E. of 2, is given in (2.21). Thus by definition of @( l ), 
e(y) s 1 (Zj + 1 + Wj) +Zq, uniformly in y,, 
j=O 
(2.30) 
To bound q, let p = sup(x : F(x) = 0). Since F( l ) has an absolutely continuous 
component, the support of the renewal measure U(t) = C,, F*“(r) contains all 
t )so’me to. Hence by (2.19) P{l+) s E} > 0 for sufficiently large y; say for y > x1, 
and in fact, using (2.18) it is easy to show that 
for x1 sufficiently large and x1 c x2. Now if p > 0, chose ko > xl/p, pko < x2. Tkc=ri 
J 
co 
w-l+2 c&Jr'),}= P(r,+z~t:lr,+,=r}P(r,,dy) 
0 
= J x2 P{T(y + W) s &}P(r,, dy) 0 
(2.31) 
since f,, a&o. If p = 0, take xl = k. = 0, and (2.31) remains valid. But now for x2 
large enough (by (2.29)) 
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and hence 
P{cI +2 s E I~~=r}~A>O for all y>O. 
Hence 7 G 2v, where v is geometric with parameter 1 -A (say). Now the definition of 
Wj, (2.22) and (2.30) imply Lemma 3 for sufficiently large geometric M. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We have previously denoted by e(y) = cT:i (rj + Wj) + I’q the 
epoch of the first overjump of size s E. Let us now write 19(y) = B”‘(y) to denote that 
this is the firsst such overjump, and similarly write IJi E &I, St: = S&, v = ql, Then 
define L1 and Li by 
Having defined L n-l and LL-1 let I’o,n = ISL,_I+1 -Si;_,+l I, and generate a new 
sequence {r& ; k a 01 with the same 
min{k : *rk,, G E} 
‘In--I 
dn) = tY’“‘(z&) = c (& + 
j=O 
and define L, and Lk by 
transition function as before. Then let Q = 
Wi,n) + rfln.ra 
v Si;) = (SLe_1 + 1 A S~;_l+L)+ P
= (SL, A SL;) + c),,n* 
(See Fig. 3.) 
Clearly 
D 
(SL” v Si;) c (SL”_I v SL;_,) + ML,-1+1 v xi.;_,+1 ) -t 0 (n) 
and hence 
(SL,+l vS~:+d~ i (XjVXi)+ i @‘j’. (2.32) 
j-l j=l 
Applying (2.22) and (2.23) we see that the sequences {L,}, {LLp} satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma 4. 
It remains only to observe how the above argument is to be modified when (2.18) is 
replaced by the weaker condition (2.17). The idea is simply to replace the original 
sequences {Xi, Xi} by new sequences consisting of sums of successive sets of 2n0 
random variables of the original sequence. Namely let 
2(n+l)n, 
K= c 
i=2nn~+l' 
2(n+l)no 
Y:, = c xl, 
i = 2nno+ 1 
and apply the above argument identically to (Yi, Y: }. This produces the required 
stopping times for the Y-sequences, hence also for the X-sequences. 
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3. Some generalizations 
We will indicate here, without proofs or details, some extensions of the above 
results. 
3.1. The ‘two-sided’ case 
If the r.v.‘s {Xi} can take negative as well as positive values, with ElXil cm, 
EXi=p>O,i=1,2 ,..., then conclusions similar to those above can be drawn via 
the traditional ‘ladder variables’, which are positive. Let vo = inf(n 2 0; S, > 019 
where S, = X0, . . . , X,, and having defined vk, let z’k+l= inf(n > vk ; S, > Sk}. The 
ladder variables are ~0 := S,, anal for n > 0, x,, = S, - S,_,. Thus (xi; i 2 1) are i.i.d., 
while x0 may have a di%ferent distribution. 
Now let (xi ; i 3 0) be the ladder process associated with the independent sequence 
IX: ; i 2 0}, where Xi ’ g Xi for i 2 1, and let 9 be the cou&ing time for hi} and hi}. 
The inequality in lemma 2 remains valid with T replaced by 9. In the lattice case this 
was proved in [7], namely 
I Vn -v~~S2P{Y>n}. W) 
By taking X0 = 0 and XL = xb = the r.v. with distribution (E# ji PHI> y) dy, we 
get 
I Vtl -g-‘)S2P(FWz}. (3.2) 
The theorem then continues to hold with the r.v.‘s (Zi} replaced by corresponding 
{?Fi}, constructed from the ladder sequence hi), exactly as {Zi} was from {Xi}. We 
omit the details. Similar remarks hold for the non-singular case. 
Let us look at the form taken by the corollaries. Let x+ =x v 0. If cp is as in 
Corollary 1, then 
E&&E % dX+)=EdMX’:), 
i=l 
with a similar bound for E&x0). If 0 < ru = EX1 < 00, then EV < 00. Thus Corollary 2 
implies 
Corollary 3. If {Xi ; i 2 0) is a lattice or non-singular random walk as defined above, 
with 0 < EX1 and if E&J < 00 and Erp(Xf ) < 00, then 
<p(t) V(t,t+d)-d.+O as t-,oO. 
I P I 
(3.3) 
To extend the other corollary we use the fact (Veraverbeke [11, Theorem 11) that 
if 2; E 9, then x1 E 9, and P{$ 13 t} - cP{xl 3 t}, t + 00. Hence Corollary 1 is still 
valid, i.e. 
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Corolhry 4. If {Xi; i 2 1) is as in Corollary 3, if 2: E 9, and X,’ z O& ), then 
(1.3) holds. 
3.2. A general coupling of random walks 
A similar argument o that used in the proof of Lemma 1 can be used to establish 
the following somewhat more general result on the coupling of two random walks 
with different jump distributions, which has a similar flavor to the Skorohod 
embedding. 
Let (Xi; i 2 I), {Yi; i 2 1) be independent sequences of independent r.v.‘s with d.f.‘s 
F and G respectively. Assume that F and G are both non-singular, or both aperiodic 
lattice valued, with finite positive mean. Let S,, = Cy Xi, T, = :<y Yi. There exist random 
times (Ki; i Z= I), (Li; i 3 I), (Ki s k, Li s 1) being determined by (Xl, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , 
Y,), with the following properties : 
(i) SKi g TLi 2 Ri (say), i 3 1; 
(ii) 0s Ri+l - Ri 2 x: 1 (Ai + Bi), where (AJ and (Bi) are independent sequences 
0fi.i.d. r.v.‘s with P{Ai > t}scJPO [l -k(s)lds, P(Bi> t)sc Jc [l -G(~)]dsforsome 
c c 00, and N is of geometric order and independent of (Ai) and (BJ. 
3.3. Another coupling 
By using a coupling similar to that of Vassershtein [IO] (see also Griffeath [4]), one 
can actually force SK~ = TLI in the above assertion. Namely instead of using the 
construction (2.25) one could proceed as follows. Define H$ (x, x’) by taking the 
conditional distribution of XLk+l (given ALI, = h L; = 1) to be uniform over (x0 - 
E, x0+ E) and take XL;+1 =XLk+l +s’-s. Then SLk+l =Sti+l. However one cannot 
now proceed as in (2.26) to make the unconditional distributions of XLk+l, Xi;+t 
independent with d.f. F. 
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